AQUARIAN EVENTS
November 2017

Bookshop
(804) 353-5575
3519 Ellwood Avenue
Richmond, VA
aquarianbookshop.com

Crystal Gallery
(804) 257-5575
3531 Ellwood Avenue
Richmond, VA
aquariancrystalgallery.com

Open 11am-7pm Monday through Friday,
10am-7pm on Saturday & 12-6pm on Sunday.
See our website for more information on classes and events. Call the Crystal Gallery to register.
[AB] = Aquarian Bookshop [CG] = Crystal Gallery
BABY GIRL PROJECT PSYCHIC FESTIVAL | Saturday, Nov 4, 11-7pm & Sunday, Nov 5, 12-6pm [AB] Join
us at the largest psychic festival in Virginia! Experience readings and healings with over 50 volunteer psychics,
shamans, reiki masters, astrologers, tarot readers, and so much more! All proceeds benefit school #42 for the
children of Kenya. The costume theme is Queens and Kings so dress to impress! Please visit
BabyGirlProject.org. $18/15 minutes.
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT | Two Wednesdays: Nov 8 & 15 | 7-9pm [AB] Learn to open your latent psychic
abilities! In these classes we will explore the different ways of receiving intuitive guidance; scanning and seeing
the auric field, tuning to another’s energy, techniques in opening the third eye, psychometry, telepathy and
opening to your guides. These are fun and experiential classes so come and prepare to “tune in.” Facilitated by
Susan. Please register by Tuesday, Nov 7. $50.
CHILDREN’S MEDITATION | Saturday, Nov 11 | 11-11:30pm [CG] Bring your children (ages 5-12) so they can
experience a group meditation with long time meditator Ellen Z. Appropriate for beginners and experienced
meditators. Admission is a $5+ donation to the Baby Girl Project.
FENG SHUI AND HOME DESIGN | Saturday, Nov 11 | 1-2pm [CG] Learn how to design a new home with good
feng shui. The best facing direction for your home, best area for your main entry door, best bedroom locations,
kitchen design and placement, exterior and interior colors, and more! Feel free to bring your plans to the lecture.
Feng Shui Diva! Robyn Bentley is a certified feng shui consultant and the author of Creating a Haven: Simple
Steps for a Healthy and Nurturing Home. To register call 241.1685 or email@fengshuidiva.com. Admission is a
$10+ donation to the Baby Girl Project.
HOW TO USE YOUR MIND FOR MAGICK | Three Tuesdays: Nov 14, 21 & 28 | 7-9pm [CG] Use Affirmations,
Mantras, and Words to Create Love, Money, & Healing. In this series you will learn how to effectively use
affirmations to create long-lasting changes in your life. Nick will teach you the secret to manifesting your desires
(love, money, etc.) and using your practice to create change you can see. Participants will take away powerful
techniques to heal your body, cleanse your mind, and use “the most powerful word in the world”. $88.
PSYCHIC FAIRE | Saturday, Nov 18, 11-7pm & Sunday, Nov 19, 12-6pm [CG] Join us for psychic readings,
tarot, astrology, and more for guidance on your love life, health, career, and connecting with loved ones. $20/15
minutes.
SHAMANIC JOURNEY TO MEET APOLLO | Monday, Nov 20 | 7-9pm [CG] Apollo is the Greek God of light,
harmony, music, and healing. Come connect with Apollo to integrate your divine masculine energy, to receive
guidance for healing, and to make a divine connection. This will be an experiential workshop in which you will be
precisely guided into the process of the shamanic journey. You will learn to recall important aspects of your
“other-worldly” experience and be assisted in integrating the experience for use in the real world. $25.
MAGICAL MANTRA SERIES: LAKSHMI | Friday, Nov 24 | 7-9pm [CG] Awaken the inner goddess with the
sacred mantra of Lakshmi. The simple Lakshmi Beej mantra can be used to invoke the energies of prosperity,
beauty and love. Please bring a string of mala beads to class. There are mala beads for purchase at the
Aquarian Bookshop and Crystal Gallery. Class facilitated by Hunter. $25.

AQUARIAN HOUSE OF ASTROLOGY | Sunday, Nov 26 | 6-8pm [CG] Our higher selves already know what is
hidden from our conscious minds: what we need to do to grow and evolve spiritually. As astrologers, we can
discover these spiritual turning points to help ourselves and others understand the intensity of these transits. In
this way we can flow with their energy instead of being caught unprepared. The major life transitions that we will
explore are the Saturn Return, Uranus Opposition, Chiron Return plus more! Led by Susan Hughes, Aquarian’s
Master Astrologer. $20.
INTERPRETING SIGNS AND SYMBOLS FROM SPIRIT | Wednesday, Nov 29 | 7-9pm [AB] The Universe is
always speaking to you and takes great delight in sending you messages. In this class Susan will teach you how
to listen and understand the signs that spirit is trying to communicate to you. You will learn techniques to
enhance your intuitive abilities, gain greater insight into the magic in life situations, and come one step closer to a
relationship with your spirit guides and higher self. Please register by Tuesday, Nov 28. $25.
MOUNTAIN MAGICK SERIES: FLOOR WASH | Wednesday, Nov 29 | 7-9pm [CG] Jason will show you
magickal methods the old-fashioned, Appalachian way! Class 1 will show you how to make a house cleansing
floor wash that can be applied in your home. Use it to remove unwanted energies or even for a general
cleansing. Discover how to cleanse your home with the changing seasons so that you will be prepared for the
seasons to come. $36 for single class; $99 for all four.
CRYSTAL AND VIBRATIONAL HEALING | Thursday, Nov 30 | 7-9 pm [CG] This is an experientatial workshop
in which Nick will place a healing crystal layout on your body. You will receive a gong and singing bowl sound
bath and be rejuvenated and restored to your natural state. Your chakras will also be aligned and activated. $25.

ALL CLOTHING

10 % OFF

the aquarian society of awakening souls
Join us on SUNDAYS as Nick Leads a guided meditation and an open group discussion.
Noon-1 pm | $5, $10 or $20 donation | Check schedule & register online at Aquarianbookshop.com

